demonstrate that if certain analyticity conditions are fulfilled, uniiorm complete controllability may be defined in terms of pointwise properties of functions, a s distinct froin Icalman's definition involving integrals. ' Notational conventions are as fallaws: small letters denote vectors, capital letters matrices, and for two symmetric matrices A and B, A >B will mean that A -B is nonnegative definite, A >B that A -B is positive definite.
The original definition is made in connection \r.lth the system * = F.c + Gu.
(1)
With transition matrix @(. , . ) the control2abiCity metrzz is defined as complete controllability requires any two af the following three conditions to hold (any two imply the third).l 1) For some c and all 1
2) For same c and all 1 0 < @o(.)I
3) /lm(l, rill <an( 1 t -r 1 ). 
.
det @(to)H(t)Q'(to). (8)
Here K(to)O(t) denotes a matrix whose norlil approaches zero as t approaches zero, while /(to, to)j(tb to) . . .fl-')(to, to)] (9) ] dh. (10) Note that the ith column block of Q(to) is really evaluated at X=to.
Proof: From (2) and (6) to+,
and W is analytic in f becausef is analytic in 1. tf""(to, to)y(to, to) 
and thus, using (7),
Explicit calculation of det Q(to)H(t)Q'(lo)
using ( 
2) 11 /")(to, to)ll < R. for all to, i, (15) and where the differentiation operatian applies to the second argument,
3) det Q(to)Q'(to) > Ka2 0 for all fo (16)
where @(to) is defined in (9). Proof: Inequality (14) ensures by the Gronwall-Bellman lemma that (5) see, e.g., Bhatia.a Consequently, conditions 1) and 2) of the definition of uniform complete controllability are fulfilled, thus proving the theorem.
EXAMPLE
As an example of the preceding, consider the system already examined from the stability point af viewP.' Observe that
? '(to, to) 
and so on, with
Mlith analyticity conditions on the a;, it is then true that (14), ( 1 9 , and (16) all hold, and thus (20) is uniformly completely controllable.
The matrix Q has appeared elsewhere as a contrallahility matrix Q,.P.6 With G a vet- tor, suitable boundedness conditions on F and G in (1) [which merely imply similar conditions on f in (6) 1, combined with lower and upper bounds on the norm of Q., imply the existence of a Liapunov transformation of F a n d G to phase-variable form. The main theorem thus almost says that a sufficient condition for a pair [F, GI (with G a vector) t o be uniformly completely controllable is that there exist a Liapunov transformation t a k i l l~ it to phase-variable form.
not necessary for the checking of the conditions of the Theorem. since the determination of Q involves onl; the differentiatio~~ of F a n d G. Thus
